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In this paper we give an explicit computable solution for finding p := 
infqEH=,,, I( W- mq 11, where WE H”(D) is rational and m E H”(D) is an arbitrary 
inner function. We relate this to some important problems in control theory. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of finding the distance d(f, H”) where f E L” is a famous 
area of research in complex analysis and operator theory. As is well known, 
for rational functions this amounts to classical Nevanlinna-Pick inter- 
polation, and in complete generality the answer may be expressed as the 
norm of the Hankel operator associated to f: For an extensive set of 
references on this problem see the books by Garnett [8] and Power [12]. 
Recently this problem (which we will refer to as the Nehari problem 
[l 11) has received wide attention in the systems and control literature as 
well. For example, it has been used by J. W. Helton in the context of 
broadband matching [9, lo], and by the second author of the present 
paper for the problem of design in the face of parameter uncertainty (the 
so-called “robust stabilization problem”) [15, 163. We, however, in this 
paper have been motivated to a large extent by the work of G. Zames [ 181 
in the area of weighted sensitivity H”-optimization theory. We will give 
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some details about this in Section 1. Briefly, however, a large number of 
problems in control engineering may be reduced to the following: For 
given rational function W(z) E H”(D) (D denotes the unit disc), and inner 
function m(z) E H”(D), explicitly compute 
inf /( W-mql), =d(SzW, H”(D)). (*I 
c/t H”(D) 
The interested reader may consult the recent survey by Francis and Doyle 
[6] (with its extensive list of references) in order to appreciate how per- 
vasive this problem has become in the engineering context. 
The purpose of the present paper is to write down an explicit, com- 
putable solution for (*). (This is done in Theorem (2.1) below.) We believe 
that our result, besides having theoretical mathematical interest, provides a 
practical and attractive technique for solving (*) which is suitable for most 
engineering applications. We should note that many of the basic ideas that 
have gone into formulating and proving Theorem (2.1) are already in some 
completely control-theoretic work of the authors done in collaboration 
with G. Zames (see [24]). 
Finally in Section 3, in order to illustrate the utility of our main result, 
Theorem (2.1), we will work out an explicit example in which 
W(z) = (1 - z)/3 and m(z) is an arbitrary inner function. This example has 
important practical implications for the design of systems with delays (see 
PI). 
1. WEIGHTED SENSITIVITY H” -OPTIMIZATION 
Before formulating and proving our main result in Section 2, we would 
like to make a few remarks about how a Nehari-type problem such as that 
discussed in the Introduction arises naturally in control engineering. The 
treatment here is based on the seminal work of Zames [IS]. A more 
complete discussion of this subject can be found in the excellent survey of 
Francis and Doyle [6], and the nice lecture notes of Francis [S]. Our 
treatment below is only intended to give the uninitiated reader the flavor of 
the subject. 
We are given a fixed discrete-time, linear time-invariant system, single 
input/single output, which via the discrete Fourier transform is modelled 
by a complex function P(z). 
For simplicity we assume P(z) is stable, i.e., P(z) E H”(D), where D 
denotes the unit disc. P(z) is called the plant. Referring to Fig. 1, one wants 
to construct a feedback compensator C(z) such that the closed loop defined 
in Fig. 1 will be internally asymptotically stable (i.e., we require that the 
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FIGURE 1 
functions (1 + PC))‘, C( 1 + PC))’ E W’(D)), and moreover we want to 
minimize the effect of the disturbance d on the output y. 
In order to formulate a precise mathematical problem, we must first 
define a disturbance model, and say in what sense we wish to “minimize” 
the effect of d on y. Following [lS, 71 we take the disturbances d to be in 
the set 
M:={d:d= WU,UEH*(D), [lul(,~l}, 
where WE H”(D) is an outer rational function. W is called a filter or a 
weight. 
A typical example of such a weight is an outer rational approximation W 
of the filter 
ee c -e1,0,1 
otherwise, 
where E is a small positive number and 19~ E (0, rc). The corresponding dis- 
turbances A4 then consist of signals the energies of which are concentrated 
on the frequency band [ -01, f3,]. 
Now we want to minimize the energy of the output y for the worst dis- 
turbance de AL More precisely, referring again to Fig. 1, we define the 
“cost” as 
But the “transfer function” from u to y is S, := (1 + PC)-’ W, and so 
v= IISW Ilcu. 
SW is called the weighted sensitivity function. 
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The weighted sensitivity H”-optimization problem then consists in com- 
puting 
p := iff { /( SW 1) co : C internally stabilizing compensator}. 
At first glance, this may seem to be an intractable min-max problem in 
which the parameter C appears nonlinearly. Fortunately there is a simple 
procedure for avoiding these difficulties. Namely, the set of all compen- 
sators which internally stabilize the closed loop can be parameterized as 
follows (see [ 17, 181 for the proof): 
(C=Z(l-PZ)-‘:ZcH”(D)}. 
Consequently, 
s, =(1-PZ)W 
and we now must take the inlimum over ZE H”(D) in computing the 
optimal sensitivity p, Finally, if we take the inner-outer factorization of P, 
and make some elementary algebraic manipulations (see [7, 183) we find 
that we are required to compute 
inf QEH”(D) II W- mq II, 
where m is the inner part of P. It is exactly this kind of problem that we 
will solve in Section 2. 
The above argument has been carried out only for stable plants 
P E H”(D). For the weighted sensitivity Hm-optimization of unstable 
plants with only a finite number of unstable poles, one gets precisely the 
problem (*) posed in the Introduction, where W(z) E H”(D) is a rational 
but not necessarily an outer function. (See [7] for details.) Moreover one 
can of course carry out the same analysis for continuous-time systems, in 
which case we consider H”(H), where H is the right half-plane, instead of 
the unit disc D. 
In short the Nehari problem (*), for the class of L”-functions we have 
given, covers the H”-optimization problem for the broadest class of linear 
time-invariant systems (finite or infinite dimensional) of currrent interest in 
control engineering. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we formulate and prove our main result on solving the 
Nehari problem for the class of Lm-functions discussed in the Introduction 
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and Section 1. It is important to note that our Theorem (2.1) and its proof 
give an explicit technique for the computation of the distance of the given 
L”-function to H”. Before stating our result, we will need to set up some 
notation. 
Throughout this section, we set H” := H”(D), HZ := H2(D), where D 
denotes the unit disc. H’(z) E H”(D) will denote a fixed rational function, 
which without loss of generality we may assume to be such that 
II W(z) II m < 1. For simplicity, we also assume that W(z) is not a constant 
multiple of a Blaschke product. If we express W(z) = p(z)/q(z) as a ratio of 
relatively prime polynomials, then n := max(deg p(z), deg q(z)}. 
Next for mu H”(D) an arbitrary inner function, T will denote the 
compression of the unilateral right shift on Hz to H := HZ 0 mH2. For 
A: H + H, a contraction (i.e., I( A II ,< 1 ), we set 
D, = (I- A*A)“‘, D,* = (I- AA*)“*. 
Then if p > I( W(T) I/, we define 
pi :=4(T) %,,wvu-~* q(T)*, 
and for p > 1) W(T) I(, we set 
v(p) := trace of (I- T”T*“)P;‘. 
Note that v(p) is well defined since the trace is being applied to a finite- 
rank operator. 
Next from the general theory [l, 11, 13, 141, we have 
II WT)ll= inf II W-wll,. 
C/EH’L 
We now can state our result which gives an explicit method for computing 
II WT)ll: 
THEOREM (2.1). Let p s :=max{I W(z)l: ZEO(T) with Jzj = l} (p, is the 
essential spectral radius of W(T)). Consider v(p) as a function of p in the 
interval J:= (p,, 11. Then if v(p) is defined on all of J, we have that 
11 W(T) )I = p,. Otherwise, there exists an interval (p, l] with pS < fi < 1 such 
that v(p) /* GO as p L jj and (I W(T) (I = p. 
Pro05 Clearly 11 W(T) )I d (I WI/ co and p, < (1 W(T) 11. Also for 
p E (I( W(T) [I, 11, it is easy to see that D&,jw(rjt exists and is bounded. 
Therefore the same is true for P;‘. Note that we may write 
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P,:=q(T) I-$ W(T) W(T)* q(T)* 
( 1 
=9(T) 4(TY -$ P(T) P(T)* 
where the Pi are explicitly computable constants. 
Moreover for every h E H, 
Now if p := (1 W(T) (1, then P, > 0, but P,j no longer has a bounded 
everywhere detined inverse. 
Let pI, p2~((( W(T)/I, 11, p, <p2. Then obviously 
J’(z) ,_ 1-M Pi d-2 .- ~ = 7 y-- E (0, l] 
1 -z/p: PI Pz-- 
for every z E [IO, (/ W(T) II ‘). 
Thus 
This means that 
foreverykEH:=H*@mH’andfor llW(T)I\<p,<p,<l. 
Next it is standard [14] that 
n- I 
I- T”T*“= 1 Tip* @ T’p,, (4) 
i=O 
wherep*=l--(z)m(O),andforx,y, WEH, (xOy)w:=(w,y)x. ((, > 
denotes the inner product on H.) 
As above we define the fundamental function of p (for p > I/ W(T) II ) 
v(p) := trace of (I- T”T*“)Pb’. 
This makes sense since the operator (I- Y’T*“)P; r is of finite rank. 
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From (2), (3), and (4) we see that 
al) > V(P2) for all II W(T) II <pl <p2 d 1. (5) 
This means of course that v(p) is a monotonically decreasing function of p 
on the interval ([I W(T) (I, 11. 
Now assume that 1) W(T) 11 >p, (the essential spectral radius of W(T)). 
In order to prove the theorem, we must show that under this assumption if 
p L p = (( W(T) (1, then v(p) /* co. We will do this by contradiction. 
So suppose to the contrary that we have 1) W(T) 11 > ps, but that 
v(p)YV< co as pLp. (6) 
Then by (5) and (6) we can find elements ho,..., h”-’ E H and a sequence 
PI >P2’ .. . L @ such that hf := P;‘12 Tkp* + hk weakly in H for 
k = O,..., n - 1. 
But obviously P, + P, in the operator norm and thus Pi’” -+ P!/2 in the P 
same way. Consequently we get that 
P;12hk = TkpL, for k=O,...,n-1. (7) 
From the definition of P, (where 0 = )I W(T) 11) there exist xj E H, 
(1 xj (( = 1 (j= 1, 2,...) such that 
p!Vx. + 0 
P J 
strongly in H. (8) 
(Note that if the norm of W(T) is attained at some x E H, )I x I( = 1, then we 
cantakex,=x,= ... =x. This will be the situation, e.g., if W(T) is com- 
pact. But our argument holds in complete generality.) 
Now set 
xi” := (Xi, P/i*) 
= (xi, P;12hk) 
= <P;12xj, hk> for k = O,..., n - 1. 
Then from (8) we see that 
xj” + 0 as j-co. 
Now we claim that 
(1 rkxj - T’- kT*“~j I( + 0 as j+ce (11) 
(9) 
(10) 
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for k = O,..., n - 1. Indeed to see this just note that 
I/ T*‘x, - T’-kT*“xj\I = I( (I- T”-kT*“pk) T*k~,Ij 
Ii 
n-k-l 
= C (TekX.i, T”‘/J+*) T~,u* 
asj+ co, by (10). 
Next let 
yj I= T*"x. 
I’ 
j= 1, 2,.... (12) 
Then (11) implies that 
11 Tyke, - T’-kyiIj -+O as j-+00 (13) 
for k = O,..., n - 1. 
Moreover, clearly P,xj -+ 0 strongly in H. Consequently from (1) (12), 
and ( 13) we see that 
strongly in H as j -+ co. 
Next from (12) and (13), and using the fact that ]I xj jl = 1, we get that 
II Y.j II -+ 1 as j-00. (15) 
But (14) and (15) imply that 
0 E Spectrum 1 CFP+n-k 
> 
= i+(z): z E: cr( T)}, (16) 
O<i,kfn 
where 
l//(z) := c Cip+“-k. 
0 < i,k c n 
(17) 
We now separate two cases: 
Case (i). Suppose that I&Z) has a root z, in 8D na(T) (where dD 
denotes the unit circle). By definition of $(z) (i.e., for z, E (30 we have that 
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J/(zr) =0 implies that 1 -(l/p’) ) W(z,)l* =O), we see that ) W(z,) 1 = p. 
Thus p, ap, in contradiction to our assumption that p > p,. (Note that 
$ & 0 since we have assumed that W is not a constant multiple of a 
Blaschke product.) 
Case (ii). Suppose that 1,9(z) has no roots in dD n a(T). Then clearly 
rc/(z) will have k,<n roots (counting multiplicities) in the open unit disc. 
(Recall that n = max(deg p(z), deg q(z)), where W(z) = p(z)/q(z). e(z) is 
such that $(z)/z*” = I& l/f).) 
Moreover all of the roots of e(z) in D n a(T) will be isolated points in the 
spectrum of T with corresponding finite-dimensional spectral subspaces 
[14]. Hence it follows that 0 will be an isolated point in the spectrum of 
I&T) with corresponding finite-dimensional spectral subspace. Also on the 
spectral complement of this last subspace, t/(T) is invertible. Therefore we 
may assume without loss of generality that yj -+ y, strongly in H as j-+ co. 
But from (14) and (15) this implies that y, E ker rc/( T) (which we have just 
seen is finite dimensional), and )I y, 1) = 1. 
Next it is clear that ker t&T) is a T-invariant subspace of H. Let 
Vc ker $(T) be the linear span of the vectors yO, Tyo,..., Tk- ‘y, (where k 
is the number of roots of t,?(z) in D). We claim that V is also a (tinite- 
dimensional) T-invariant subspace of H. Indeed, in order to see this, set 
$(T) = fi (T- zi), 
i= 1 
where z 1 ,..., zk are all the roots of It/(z) in the open unit disc. Each of the 
remaining roots of e(z) has modulus 2 1. Now since T is a completely 
non-unitary contraction of class C, (see [ 14, Chap. III]), it cannot have 
eigenvalues of modulus 2 1. Thus because $(T) y0 = 0, we must have that 
c(T) y,, = 0. But this implies Tky, E V, which means that V is T-invariant. 
By (13) we have that T is an isometry on each of the vectors y,, Tyo,..., 
Tk-iyO. Since T is a contraction, we must have that T is an isometry on 
the span of these vectors, namely V. (If a contraction is an isometry on 
each of a set of vectors, it will be an isometry on their linear span.) Thus 
we have that T: V-t V is an isometry, and V is finite dimensional. But this 
implies that T must be unitary on V. Consequently, T must have an eigen- 
value on the unit circle. But this is impossible as we have just noted above. 
In short, our argument shows that the condition p= /I W(T) 11 > ps 
implies that v(p) /* co as p L p. Since p, < 1) W(T) (1, this completes the proof 
of the theorem. 1 
Remark (2.2). It should be clear that Theorem (2.1) is constructive, i.e., 
one can explicitly compute the function v(p) and the polynomial J/(z) for 
given W(z) and m(z). This will be illustrated with an example in the next 
section. 
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3. AN EXPLICIT EXAMPLE 
Theorem (2.1) gives an explicit way of evaluating I/ W(T) (1 and hence 
should prove quite useful for control problems involving ZP-optimization 
as discussed in Section 1. We illustrate this with an example, a special case 
of which we first considered in [2]. This example was motivated by certain 
problems in control engineering involving systems with delays. See [2, 31 
for a more complete discussion of this topic. 
We will use the notation of Section 2 here. For our example, we will take 
1-z 
W(z) = -y-’ (18) 
and we will let m(z) E H”(D) be an arbitrary inner function. Then we want 
to find 
p := inf II W-mqll,. (19) 
ysH'(DI 
As in Section 2, we set Z.L* := 1 -m(z) m(O). Note that I- TT* = 
p.+ 0 ZL*. If we then define 
V*(P):= 9--$Z-T)(Z- T*) 
i 
we have that 
V(P) = (V,(P)? P* >. 
(Note that if we write v*(p)=v,, + (higher-order terms in z), then 
V*(P) = v*o.) 
Now if -1 E (T( T), i.e., if m is singular at -1 (see [ 14, Chap. III]), then 
I( W(T) /( = Q,? = 3. Consequently, we will assume from now on that 
-kEziT) and p,, <s, and we will study v(p) for p E (p,, 11. 
9%-+(Z- T)(Z- T*) 
> 
V*(P) = P* 2 
using the fact that (I- TT*) v*(p) = v(p)p,, we get that 
(1--$44p*=(9-~+-jT+-jT*)v*(P). (21) 
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Next since @n’,(p) I Hz, we can write Szv&) = v-,2+ (higher-order 
terms in Z), and then 
T*v*(P) = av*(P) - v*(O)) 
Tv*(p)=zv*(p)-mv-,. 
Thus from (21) we see that 
Multiplying by z( E 8D) and rearranging terms we get 
( 1 -- P 2pI~+-j ) v(p)+-jmzv, = ($z’+(9--j)z+;fi) V*(P)-P*Z. 
(22) 
(Note that (22) is valid for z E i?D almost everywhere. However, since the 
functions are in H2(D), they can be analytically continued to D, and hence 
(22) is valid for all z E D.) 
Let z1 and z2 denote the two roots of the quadratic equation 
1 2 
( ) 
1 
7z2+ 9-7 z+y=o. 
P P 
(This corresponds to the equation e(z)=0 which we considered in the 
proof of Theorem (2.1) above.) Notice that if p # 3, then z1 fz,. When 
p E (0, $), we have z2 = ZI, andlz,I=lz,I=l.Whenp>#,wehavethat 
z2 = l/F1, and ( z, z2 ( = 1. 
Now for P E (P,, $1, we can plug z, and z2 into (22) in order to get two 
linear equations in the two “unknowns” v(p) and v-, , and then solve for 
v(p). When p E (3, 11, we multiply (22) by @I to get 
(23) 
(Note that tip.,, and tiv,(p) can be continued analytically in the com- 
plement of the unit disc and are zero at cc.) In this case, we can clearly 
assume (zr I < 1 (and note z2 = l/g,, so that ( z2 I> 1). Then plugging zI 
into (22) and z2 into (23), we once more get two linear equations in the 
two “unknowns” v(p) and v-, , and we can solve for v(p). 
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Via some simple algebra, we find that for p E (p,, 11, p # 5, we have the 
formula 
‘=1~+(‘z1~:2’):‘~l::i~l- (24) 
I V(P)1 
This is an explicit function to which we can apply Theorem (2.1). 
Note that as p -+ 3 (from either above or below), both Z, and z2 -+ -1, 
and by our above assumption, -1 is a regular point of m(z). It is easy to 
check then that as p -+ f (from either above or below), the right-hand side 
of (24) approaches 
9 9m(-1) -- -~ 
2 4m’(-1). 
(25) 
We claim that (25) can never be equal to zero. Indeed, otherwise we 
would have that m’( -l)/m( -1) > 0. Then noting that for z = ei8 
dz 
a = 12, 
if we invoke the chain rule (and use the fact that m is inner), we see that 
m’( -1) dtarg m) ---= - 
mt -1) d0 . 0=7X 
But clearly the right-hand side of this last expression is negative. This is 
immediate if m is a Blaschke product, and any inner function is the uniform 
limit of Blaschke products [S]. Hence we have proven our claim that (25) 
cannot be zero. 
Thus we see that as p + $ (from either above or below), v(p) is bounded. 
Since we have assumed that ps < s, by Theorem (2.1) we must have that 
p < 4. In short, we have proven the following: 
PROPOSITION (3.1). Let W(z) = (1 -z)/3, and let ME H”(D) be an 
arbitrary inner function. Then we have the following possibilities for 
P= II YT)ll: 
(i) If -Leo, p=j. 
(ii) Zf -14: a(T), i.e., ifm(z) is regular at -1, then p -C $. In this case, 
if v(p) is defined on all of (p,, 11, then p = pS. Otherwise, p is the largest 
root of the right-hand side of (24) contained in the interval (p,, 5). 
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Let us take a specific m(z) now and complete our analysis. From the 
point of view of delay systems the inner function which arises is 
m(z) := e h((r + 1 Hz - 1)) 3 h > 0. 
In this case, p, = 0. With some algebraic manipulation, (24) for p E (0, 3) 
reduces to the expression 
A= ;+;,/‘mcot(h,J’m). 
Consequently by Proposition (3.1) p = I( W(T) I( may be characterized as 
the largest root contained in the interval (0, $) of the equation 
Jm + tan(h dm) = 0. 
Finally if we set y := h J4/(9p2) - 1, then we have the neat formula that 
P=I~~)COSY, I, (26) 
where y, is the unique root of the equation 
tany+X=O (27) 
contained in the interval (f, rc). If h = 1, then p may be computed to be 
approximately 0.2947. 
The interested reader may consult [2] for a completely different 
derivation of Eqs. (26) and (27), as well as [3] for some computational 
techniques related to the evaluation of v(p) in the case in which W(z) = 
(az + P)/(rz + 6) is a linear fractional map. 
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